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Abstract:
The framework for research in digital marketing described in this paper shows the methods used in the process, as well as its efficacy and the effects of various technical tools and social media platforms. We arranged the research techniques for the elements using the framework, and we reviewed the research literature in the broadly defined field of digital marketing. The goal of the research study is to evaluate the efficacy of various social media marketing techniques and digital media marketing tactics. This essay focuses on the value of digital marketing, how it differs from offline marketing, and how social media platforms and technology tools affect the success of digital advertising strategies. This study has been revised to assist small businesses in incorporating digital advertising into their company plans and in realizing the advantages of social media marketing over more conventional advertising techniques.
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1.0 Introduction:
Digital marketing is the practice of promoting the goods or services of businesses online utilizing digital technology, such as display advertisements, mobile ads, and other digital media like Facebook and Google ads. The "Father of Modern Marketing" is regarded as Philip Kotler. Early in the 1980s is when digital marketing first became popular. Traditional marketing, which helped to reach out to a semi-targeted audience using a variety of offline advertising and promotional strategies that may have grown over the previous several decades, came before digital marketing.[1] All marketing initiatives that make use of a digital platform, such as the internet, computers, or mobile devices, are categorized as digital marketing. To engage with present and potential consumers, businesses use digital channels including search engines, social media, email, and other websites. The use of various digital strategies and channels to reach out to clients where they spend a lot of time online is what is meant by the term "digital marketing." Search engine optimization (SEO), search engine marketing (SEM), social media marketing (SMM), content marketing, email marketing, online advertising, websites, affiliate marketing, and viral marketing are just a few examples of the various digital marketing implementation tactics. According to Boost Ability, the U.S. will spend $120 billion on digital marketing in 2020. This sum is about equivalent to the entire amount spent on media. The importance of digital marketing is rapidly expanding. According to Boost Ability, the amount spent on social advertisements is anticipated to quadruple between 2016 and 2021 ($15,016 to $32,977). Spending on internet videos and display adverts will rise as well. Digital marketing is anticipated to surpass traditional marketing tactics soon. Simply said, people favor internet material. When it comes to accelerating business growth, the Internet, according to Google Asia Pacific's managing director for Google Marketing Solutions, is like rocket fuel.
2.0. Research Method:

2.1. Comprehensive research on effectiveness digital marketing strategies
Online marketing is the practice of luring potential clients to a company's website with specific banners, articles, videos, photographs, flash animation, platforms for showing adverts, website promotion, etc. Marketing initiatives or material are prepared as a sophisticated lure for the internet visitors that a particular firm hopes to draw. To specifically target key audiences, this information is posted on the front page or front page of the website. Online marketing is the activity of using web-based platforms to raise potential customers' knowledge of a company's brand and its goods and services.[2] Getting people to view your company's adverts and visit your website with the intention of turning them into prospective customers is the goal of digital advertising. It uses the same core strategies for brand identification and establishment that are used in conventional offline advertising, establishing prices for different items, running campaigns and running advertisements about such services, discounts, special deals, etc. [3]

2.2. Website
Because all other digital marketing tools bring visitors to your website, which should successfully convert potential consumers, your website is the most effective digital advertising plan. Utilizing top SEO tactics and technologies, providing a positive user experience, and capitalizing on the analytics data presented by various analytical businesses are all aspects of website design that increase conversions. A website without strong SEO will not rank highly on a Search Engine Results Page (SERP), which will prevent it from receiving many clicks from Google, Bing, Duck Go, and other search engines. These clicks are essential to your digital marketing campaigns since you need to increase website traffic in order to make direct purchases.[4] Without adequate SEO implementation, even the most gorgeous website will be largely unsuccessful. Your SEO will increase and your website will rise to the top of the natural rankings if you choose keywords that visitors are likely to look for. While Facebook and Twitter only provide basic analytics to track marketing campaigns and tweets, your website can gather detailed information about your visitors, including who they are, how they found you, what they did when they were there, the kinds of products they are interested in, and their preferences.[5] This data is crucial for analyzing visitor preferences and may be utilized to sell your resort to a focused, interested audience. Compared to social media analytics, websites are able to gather a lot more data on visitors' interactions with your website and business. Aside from information about your visitors, website analytics also offer the capability of tracking marketing efforts, allowing you to ascertain the effectiveness of your marketing campaign swiftly.[6]

3.0. SEO (Search engine optimization)
The goal of SEO is to divert more visitors from the targeted audience away from the website. These are both users looking for additional top of the funnel material and customers who are actively looking for the goods and services the company provides.[7]

PPC is a type of sponsored promotion that uses an auction-based mechanism. With PPC, the business places bids on the precise keywords that they want their advertisements to appear for; an advertisement is triggered when a user's search contains the chosen phrase. When a user chooses to click on one of these advertisements, the keyword buyer gets charged. These adverts then show up at the top of search results. PPC attempts to contact searchers with transactional inquiries, regardless of whether they are prepared to purchase the goods or services. Users of search engines will be sent to the source website after clicking the advertisement, where they can complete a call-to-action conversion by
making a purchase, subscribing to an email newsletter, or signing up for a free trial period. One of the most economical forms of sponsored advertising is PPC. PPC is a go-to internet marketing technique for many companies, even tiny startups searching for a quick method to publicize their services. When a firm’s organic search result ranking is good, it helps the business website rise to the top of search results, which can help that company stand out from other comparable companies.

Google is without a doubt the preferred platform for PPC advertisements since it processes more than 60,000 queries per second or more than two trillion searches annually. Due to the fact that Google delivers a greater ROI than other search engines, many businesses allocate a large portion of their PPC spending to Google advertisements. A large proportion of visitors make purchases because PPC advertising targets terms with a transactional purpose. PPC is a crucial component of complete marketing campaigns.

Two categories of SEOs exist.

3.1. Off Page SEO;
Off page is basically we can promote our website through internet. In Off page we have included
1. Image submission
2. Video submission
3. Social media
4. Book marking
5. Blog directory submission
6. Article submission
7. Survey

3.2. On Page SEO;
On page is basically that we do within our website. Such as
1. Meta Title
2. Meta Description
3. Content Optimization
4. Google Web Master
5. Google Analytics
6. Google Adword

3.3. Google Search Console / Google web master:
The Google Search Console is a piece of software that allows you to monitor your website’s organic results, crawl problems, sitemaps, mobile usability, and backlinks for free. It is widely used by a group of marketing experts, website designers, app developers, SEO experts, and company owners whose diversity is exponentially growing. Google search console is another name for the Google webmaster tool. Google search console has replaced the Google webmaster tool. These tools are free applications that you may use to handle the technical aspects of your website. You must add your website and confirm that Google Search Console is the rightful owner of the domain before using this cutting-edge service.[8]

4.0. Content marketing :
The Google Webmaster Tool is also known as Google Search Console. The Google Webmaster Tool has been superseded by Google Search Console. You may take care of the technical components of your
website with these free tools. Before utilizing this cutting-edge tool, you must add your website and verify that Google Search Console is the legitimate owner of the domain.[8]

The chosen material must be accurate, relevant, and helpful. In order to make users desire to share their unique, high-quality material with their friends, family, coworkers, and other users in their social network. As a digital media approach, content marketing aims to boost traffic, produce conversions, and give target audiences useful information. Technically speaking, optimizing content for search engines is a fundamental component of content marketing in order to increase keyword visibility in search results.[9]

A wise digital marketing approach to employ is content marketing, which links more people to a certain product and turns visitors into consumers through funnel buying. The best thing is that it creates 54% more leads and costs 62% less than conventional marketing strategies. An continuing, long-term approach with a strong return on investment is content marketing. Along with higher conversion rates for the associates, this ROI also includes new leads and customers for the company. More than 60% of users favor businesses that produce unique and helpful content. While many users opt to disregard the messages firms are trying to get through, many users respond favorably to informational material from businesses.

5.0. Email marketing:
The goal of email marketing is to both attract new consumers and keep the ones you already have. It's a fantastic strategy for building brand recognition, keeping the business top-of-mind, and promoting repeat business. Email marketing involves expanding the audience and improving the advertising efforts. Users must receive useful content from email marketers in order for them to continue to subscribe.[10]

Email marketing aims to both bring in new customers and hold onto the ones you already have. It's a great method for increasing brand recognition, maintaining the company's top-of-mind awareness, and encouraging repeat business. Expanding the audience and enhancing advertising efforts are two aspects of email marketing. Email marketers must provide their subscribers with relevant material in order for them to keep subscribing.[10]

The ability to segment the audience and customize the email marketing is one advantage of this method. Businesses may, for instance, design a campaign specifically for customers who bought a given item or visited a certain website. The fundamental goal of email marketing as a digital marketing strategy is to stay top-of-mind for potential consumers while providing current customers with helpful material, such product discounts and timely industry news, that keeps them interested. Its significant return highlights the potential of this Internet marketing tactic for raising sales, brand recognition, or customer retention rates for businesses. It also demonstrates that consumers enjoy receiving weekly promotional emails, which makes email marketing a top online marketing tactic for companies looking to increase both leads and revenue. Email customization, email design, and audience segmentation may all help email marketing succeed. For instance, effective segmentation may boost sales by up to 76%.

6.0. Social media marketing:
This Internet marketing strategy has the ability to help firms increase revenue, brand awareness, or client retention rates, as seen by its large return. Additionally, it shows that customers appreciate getting weekly promotional emails, making email marketing a top internet marketing strategy for businesses trying to boost leads and sales. Email personalization, email design, and audience segmentation might all aid in the success of email marketing. For instance, segmentation done well may increase sales by up to 76%.

Building and maintaining your company's reputation are the key objectives of social media marketing, as
well as raising brand recognition and conversion rates. Because of this, social media marketing places a strong emphasis on producing informative and promotional content and engaging with people across all platforms. Fewer than 30% of businesses use social media as a marketing tool. Even better, social media accounts for more than 25% of a user's Internet usage, making it the ideal platform for establishing connections. The major goals of social media marketing include increasing brand awareness and conversion rates as well as developing and preserving your company's reputation. As a result, social media marketing strongly emphasizes creating promotional and educational material and interacting with users across all platforms. Less than 30% of companies utilize social media as a tool for marketing. Even better, social media is the best platform for forming connections because it makes up more than 25% of a user's Internet usage.

7.0. Voice search optimization:
The firm enhances new and old website content for voice search using voice search optimization. The goal is to get the website position 0 or highlighted snippets in Google search results. The highlighted snippet is used by the different voice assistants, including Siri and Amazon Echo, to answer voice queries. Therefore, if a user queries "find a sushi restaurant nearby me?" Siri or Amazon Echo would respond with the highlighted snippet. Voice search optimization is crucial since voice search queries differ from text searches. This tactic is much more successful if someone is a local company as many people use their mobile devices and voice search to locate a restaurant, hairdresser, grocery store, or to do necessary tasks. Earning the highlighted snippet for keywords related to the target market and business is the aim of voice search optimization. The business broadens its target market and boosts its online consumer presence, both of which may encourage customers to visit their stores or buy products.[12]

The most common method of searching is voice search as more people buy smartphones with speech-activated speakers. It's one of the most recent digital marketing techniques that businesses may use. 50% of individuals regularly use voice searches. Analysts predict that this percentage will rise even more in the years to come. Early adopters of voice search optimization will therefore reap the biggest rewards because their websites will already rank for highlighted snippets, bringing in more visitors from your target market. Consumers desire promotional material from companies, and more than half of voice-activated speakers want promotional brands like email. When speech-activated speakers provide businesses these promotional alternatives, they'll be interested in learning about your sales and new goods, so investing in voice search optimization now will help your brand afterwards.

8.0. Video marketing:
The company's reach, income, and client base all rise because to the usage of video marketing. This strategy is on producing educational and useful videos for its target audience. There are many different sorts of videos that may be used for video marketing, including instructional, announcement, behind-the-scenes, and more. Regardless of the topic of your videos, you're trying to increase brand recognition among your target audience. Potential clients are converted as a result of this brand knowledge.

Through the display of advertisements from other business partners, video marketing focuses on increasing brand recognition, conversion rates, and earning cash for the organization. By producing valuable, high-quality material for users, it achieves these objectives. Additionally, it's a great compliment to the video-friendly marketing strategies of email and content.[13]

Similar to content marketing, videos may have an impact on what people buy. For instance, a how-to video
might persuade customers that your product is the ideal option for their company or way of life. A video created by an influencer might encourage their followers to pick your items if your business invests in influencer marketing. Improved page SEO is essential since visitors prefer to visit pages containing videos, especially on social media platforms. You may rank higher for difficult-to-rank keywords if you use videos to supplement your content. This will bring more lucrative traffic and leads to your website.

9.0. Digital marketing is future :

9.1. Increasing website traffic:
Increasing website traffic is one of the key objectives of any digital marketing tactics. People go to websites for certain purposes when they do so. People aren't staying on their website by mistake, whether they're looking for information about the items, trying to figure out how to contact their staff, or reading a recent blog entry. Through content marketing, SEO, or email marketing, a firm may increase the number of visitors to its website, which increases the number of possibilities for someone to enlighten potential consumers about what the company has to offer. T [14]

9.2. Driving storefront traffic:
One of the major objectives of a company with a physical storefront is probably to draw clients in. Similar to local SEO, online marketing techniques can assist in achieving this objective and increasing foot traffic. Users rely on search to identify nearby companies, which explains why 80% of local search results are conversions.

9.3. Boosting brand awareness:
By using digital marketing, a company may increase the visibility of its brand in front of more potential clients, whether through search engine results, email inboxes, social media platforms, or other channels. Consequently, more individuals are made aware of the aforementioned brand. They will learn about the company's branding, goods, and what makes them stand out from the competition. Then, customers are more likely to remember the brand and make a purchase when they need the goods or services they provide.

9.4. Raising revenue and conversions:
Increasing income is the main and most crucial goal of any marketing plan. Your business's sales may be increased by increasing the traffic from the target demographic to the website and shop, working with the top digital marketing firm, and other strategies.[15]

10.0. Comprehensive digital marketing tools :
reviewing the objectives, goals, and audience profiles of your business's current marketing plan. examining the marketing approach and target market of your rivals. examining the internet habits and preferences of your target market.

11.0. Google analytics :
One of the most crucial digital marketing tools is Google Analytics. It enables you to assess the outcomes of certain campaigns in real-time and assess the data against earlier times. You may monitor a wide range
of crucial indicators with Google Analytics. You can keep an eye on the performance of your website content, user experience, and device functioning. You can see what is and isn't functioning based on all these facts. The company organization may incorporate the remedy to the business model after determining the issues with your website. You can get the data you need from Google Analytics to enhance your website. The "page tags" used to implement Google Analytics are really a little piece of JavaScript code called the Google Analytics Tracking Code that is added by the website owner to each page of their website.

11.1. AdWords:
Companies may pay to have their websites appear at the top of the organic search results using Google AdWords, a marketplace. In essence, you decide which keywords to use to advertise your company. A keyword is a term or phrase that a user types into their browser to find your ad. Only the terms you choose will result in your advertisements appearing. Google tracks the number of times your advertisements are clicked and costs you for each one. They also keep track of impressions, which is just a figure that indicates how frequently consumers have already seen your advertisement when they searched for that particular phrase. The click-through-rate, or CTR, is calculated by dividing clicks by impressions. This is the proportion of users that clicked on your ad to visit your promoted page. Think of Google AdWords as a marketplace. You set a price and a budget. How much you are willing to spend each click is determined by your bid. Google utilizes a statistic called Ad Rank to decide the placement of sponsored search advertising on the SERP.

11.2. AdSense:
From casual bloggers to some of the biggest publishers on the web, Google AdSense is a popular way for websites to monetize through adverts. Advertisers using AdWords can choose to pay Google per click (PPC). Google then distributes a portion of that income to the AdSense publishers. When it was first established in 2003, Google AdSense served adverts through plain text rather than the graphical material that predominated the advertising landscape. In an effort to lessen the intrusiveness of adverts, to improve page loading times, and eventually to evoke a more favorable marketing reaction from the site visitor, Google chose to serve plain text. By placing tailored adverts next to your online content, AdSense is a free and easy method to make money online. With AdSense, you can tailor the style and feel of the advertising to match your website and display your site visitors relevant and interesting adverts. Website owners and bloggers may make extra money from clicks that drive traffic to Google by using Google AdSense. For instance, a reader of a fashion accessory piece is significantly more likely to purchase fashion garments than a reader of an automotive article. With around a trillion impressions given to more than 1 billion users each month, Google display advertising reaches over 90% of internet users globally.
12.0. Conclusion:
The initial goal of the study was to examine several marketing-related types. Based on the conversation, it has been determined that connecting with users is the most crucial component of digital marketing. The customer-attachment strategies are displayed in the engagement ladder. The survey has also shown that businesses must have a platform that works well in order to effectively use digital marketing. It has demonstrated that, in the present environment, it is crucial to integrate all systems with the digital platform. The shift of newspapers from print to online has served as an example of the current trends in digitalization. With the development of technology, digital marketing research and practice are getting better.
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